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generally speaking, lessons that target multiple
senses like sight, sound, and touch are pedagogically
more effective than those strategies that don’t.
Finally, some commentators observe that, if they
don’t already, e-textbooks will soon be able to gather
analytical data about reader use which educators
can use to improve course content and design.
All LRW professors are familiar with the saying that
“there’s no such thing as good writing, only good
re-writing.” That is, to teach students to be better
writers, we have to train them to work through
multiple drafts as a way to refine their ideas. Baron
says the same is true about training students to
be better readers; it’s all about showing them the
importance of being good re-readers.19 Re-reading
is a bona fide skill that can require learning new
habits like focus, attention, and good note-taking,
all of which can be taught. To take one example,
researchers studying the practice of highlighting
have found better, as well as less effective, techniques
that may either enhance or detract from the reader’s
deeper engagement with the text.20 All of the
foregoing underscores the point that reading is not
a passive activity, rather it is a contact sport that
students can learn to do better through practice.

medium all play a role in how much students
engage with the underlying ideas reflected in
the text. Changing any of these variables can
affect the reader’s relationship with the text and
ultimately impact how much they understand
and retain the content. For LRW professors, the
value of Baron’s book is that it can help us become
more aware of the need to train students in a
range of reading styles and platforms that they
can learn to toggle between, depending on the
task at hand.21 For us and our students, being
an effective reader in the digital age is about
knowing how to pick the right tool for each job.
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In sum, Words on Screen reveals that reading is a
more complex activity than meets the eye. Individual
reading strategies, the chosen platform, and the
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Micro Essay
Ideally, you would want a database that contains everything possible. But life
is not perfect, especially when you are already stranded on a deserted island. I
would take a magic citator service, which provides the subsequent history of every
single primary source of law: not just cases, statutes, or regulations, but all agency
decisions, trial court orders, municipal codes, and ethics opinions, etc. The one that
is not only a citation index of legal resources but a “citation index” w/2 (legal-rule!
or legal-standard!). May my wish come true (citator % “deserted island!”).
Alex Zhang, Head of Public Services, Robert Crown Law Library, Stanford Law School, Stanford,
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